
 FACTORING OF SEMI-PRIMES USING THE INTEGER SPIRAL 
 

 

Several years ago we came up with a new way to present all positive integers in terms of 

the following spiral pattern- 

 

                
  

In this integer spiral display one notes that all odd integers lie along the diagonal lines 

y=±x. Also, since all prime numbers (with the exception of 2) are odd numbers, it is clear 

that these will be found along the same diagonal lines. Thus there will be just four 

distinct types of primes which can be designated by 8n+1, 8n+3, 8n+5 and 8n+7 for 

certain values of the integer n. The first few primes of the form 8n+7 are 7, 23, 31, 47, 

71, 79, 103 and 127. A subset of this group are the Mersenne Primes 7, 31, 127, etc 

which always fall along the same diagonal line in the 4
th

 quadrant. 

 

What is now quite interesting is that we will know automatically via a mod (8) operation 

along which diagonal a given semi-prime N  lies. Furthermore the mod(8) operation 

applied to the factors- 

 

                                      N=pq=(8n-a)(8m-b) 

 

requires that ab mod(8) equals N mod(8). Hence we will know the constant ab 

beforehand. This will leave us with just the integers n and m to be found. 

 



Expanding N we find- 

 

                          N=(8n-a)(8m-b)=64nm-8(bn+am)+ab  

 

Next letting U=nm and V=bn+am, we find the Diophantine Equation- 

 

                         8U-V=K     with    K=(N-ab)/8 

 

After performing a mod(8) operation on K we find the base solution- 

 

                                   Vo=-K mod(8)    

 

so that V will always have the form- 

 

                                    V=-K mod(8)+8k   
with k=0,1,2,3,…  . 

 

Then solving for n , using the definitions for U and V, we have the quadratic- 

 

            bn
2
-Vn+aU=0 or the equivalent bn

2
-Vn+a(V+k)/8=0 

 

Solving for n one finds- 

 

        n={V±sqrt(V
2
-4abU}/2b={V±sqrt[(V-ba/4)

2
-(ab/4)

2
(1+8K/(ab))]}/2b 

 

Note that for n to have a real solution the radical in this last expression must be positive 

and hence- 

 

                       V=Vo+8k>(ab/4){1+sqrt(1+8K/(ab))}=R 

 

Setting k=r+s lets us write the final form for V as- 

 

                                             V=V1+8s 

 

where  s=0, 1, 2, 3,.. and V1=-Kmod(8)+integer(8)>R. 

                    

The final step in our solution is to now substitute this last form for V into the above 

equation for n and then vary s until an integer value for p is obtained. This will give us 

the sought after solution. 

 

Let us demonstrate the above method of factoring N by first looking at the very simple 

example of the semi-prime- 

 

                                                N=851 

 

 A mod (8) operation on N yields 3 hence we can take ab=3. We also have- 



 

                       K=(N-ab)/8=(851-3)/8=106  with K mod(8)=2 

 

Here R=13.381.. so we can take V1=-2+integer(8)>R . Thus we can choose V1=14 to get- 

 

                                             V=14+8s 

 

 

Substituting this value of V into the equation for n (using the minus sign in front of the 

radical) yields the integer solution- 

 

                                             n=5 at s=0 

 

From this it follows that p=8n-3=37 and q=N/p=8m-1=23. Thus we have factored the 

semi-prime as- 

 

                                            851=37 x 23 

 

Notice that had we picked a =1 we would have found p=39 and q=851/39=21.82.. which 

can’t be. This final choice for  [a,b]=[3,1] or [1,3] needs only to be made at this last stage 

since all the earlier calculations involve only the product ab. Notice also that the 

individual as and bs must always have a form where the product ab mod(8)=[a 

mod(8)]·[b mod(8)]. Thus, in the above case a=-5 and b=-7 would also work since (-5)(-

7)=35 mod 8=3. 

 

 

 

 

Let us next try the above approach for the much larger semi-prime- 

 

                                       N= 602005357 

 

Here N mod(8)=5 so that we can take- 

 

                            p=8n-1   and q=8m-5     or    p=8n-5 with q=8m-1 

  

Letting U=nm  and V=5n+m or V=5m+n, we have the equivalent Diophantine 

Equation- 

 

                                      8U-V=(N-5)/8=K= 75250669 

 

But a mod (8) operation on K yields 5 so that Vo=-5. Using the equation for  n with- 

 

                            V=-5+8*(1716)+8s= 13723+8*s 
 

and varying s from 0 to 400 we find the integer solution - 



 

                                      n=13100   at  s=371 

 

Thus we have- 

 

                                 p=8n-5=28723   and q=N/p=20959 

 

Had we chosen a=1 instead of a=5 at this last stage, the value of q would have become a 

non-integer. Note that p mod(8)= 3=-5  and q mod(8)=7=-1 and N mod (8)=5=-3. In our 

integer spiral diagram above p=28723 lies along the diagonal in the second quadrant,  N= 

602005357 along the diagonal in the 3
rd

 quadrant and q =20959 along the diagonal in the 

4
th

 quadrant. 

 

You will notice it took some 371 calculations to factor this last nine digit semi-prime. 

The number of required calculations become even longer when the number of digits are 

cranked up to a hundred or so as they are for public key cryptography. One can move the 

value of V1 to values much larger than R. This may reduce the number of different  

values of s  one needs to get an integer solution. However, since one does not know 

beforehand which V1 above R is the best to try, the factoring process still involves a 

search over a wide range of V1 and s and can take considerable amounts of computer 

time.  

 

The secret to a rapid factoring of the semi-prime N is to rapidly find the value of V for 

which the following radical produces an integer solution - 

 

                              )(24 2
KVcV +−  

 

Here V>(c/4)[1+sqrt(1+8K/c)]. The known inputs are c=N mod(8) and K=(N-c)/8. The 

rest is just bookkeeping. 
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